
Let it Be Known to all Who Profess the Art of Arms and Walk the 

Path of Chivalry that we send Greetings and a Declaration of 

Fraternity. 
  
Wherefore it has been our great fortune to rekindle the embers of the Noble Art of 

Arms, which has endured only tenuously through the foresight of its ancient 

Masters, so too does the burden of its correct preservation and transmission fall upon 

our shoulders; 

Wherefore, the Art of Defence is also known as the Knightly Art, and its study 

has been a conveyance to instill the virtues of Prowess, Courage, Justice, Loyalty, 

Courtesy, Humility, Largesse, Franchise, and Faith in its adherents; 

Wherefore this Art also stands as a bond between us and our ancestors, and its 

practice cannot be separated from the ethos that bore them; 

Therefore, the tragedy of our day is that, even as new life has been breathed into this 

Ancient Art, there are those who stand ignorant, even contemptuous, of its history 

and nature. And so it is the more incumbent upon those men of arms who profess the 

aforesaid knightly virtues that they seek those of like mind and spirit to share in this 

endeavor and foster such values.  

And to this end, We, the principals of the Chicago Swordplay Guild and the 

Fechtschule of the Noble Order of Selohaar, do establish an alliance in perpetuity, 

dedicated to the following: 

Item: That there is but one Art of the Sword, and all who take up its study 

become Brothers in Arms, regardless of nation, race or creed. 

Item: That there is a need for standards of safety and excellence amongst 

those Brothers. 

Item: That we share a determination to impart the underpinning virtues of 

the Knightly Art, within and without this confraternity. 



Item: That we acknowledge an obligation to promulgate the study and 

understanding of the Art within its greater historical milieu. 

Item: That we shall support the education and fostering of each other’s 

students. 

Item: That we shall mutually encourage and recognize each other’s study and 

ranks, in accordance with the traditions of our Ancestors. 

Item: That any scholar of either Guild or Fechtschule shall be welcome in 

the other’s training hall and home as brothers. 

Item: That we shall seek out and extend the hand of fellowship to others of 

like mind. 

Thus do we bind ourselves to these resolutions, with a respect for the past and an  

 eye towards the future. 

Done at the first Free Scholar Prize of the Chicago Swordplay   

Guild, the Twenty-Fourth Day of February, in the year Two-Thousand and 

Eight, at the Sala d’Arme San Michele Arcangelo. 
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